
 

Project TRiPS Presents:
At Home Activities to

Increase Cognitive
Functioning!

This Kit Includes:

I Spy Colors,

Textures and The

Alphabet

 

Mathketball

 

101 Uses

 

What Stuck With

You Today



This activity kit has been designed to keep

your mind sharp in a fun and creative way.

You'll be up and moving while using your

creative thinking skills. This kit includes

printables to use for each activity and

materials that can be found around the

home.



I Spy
Colors,
Textures
& the
Alphabet
Goal of activity:
to improve creative thinking skills



printed answer sheets

something to write with

              what you'll need:

print off answer sheets attached below
pick one sheet to start with
look all around the house for something of the
same color or texture listed on the sheet.

for the alphabet, look for an object that
starts with the letter A and so on

once you have completed one sheet, move on to
the next!
once you have completed all three sheets, try
again outside on a walk or in your home again
without using the same objects as before!

how to play
1.
2.
3.

a.

4.

5.



I Spy Colors!

Red___________________

Yellow________________

Blue__________________

Green________________

Brown________________

Black_________________

Purple________________

White_________________

Orange_______________

Gold__________________

Grey__________________

Navy__________________

Silver_________________

Pink__________________

Tan___________________

Teal___________________

Copper_______________



Soft___________________

Hard________________

Bumpy__________________

slick________________

Smooth________________

sticky_________________

rough________________

mushy_________________

hairy_______________

fluffy__________________

wooden__________________

gritty__________________

feathery_________________

wrinkly__________________

coarse___________________

velvety___________________

Silky_______________

 

I Spy Textures!



I Spy the Alphabet!
a____________

b____________

c____________

d____________

e____________

f____________

G____________

h____________

i____________

j____________

k____________

l____________

m____________

n____________

o____________

p____________

q____________

 

r____________

s____________

t____________

u____________

v____________

w____________

x____________

y____________

z____________

 

 
 
 
 



MATHKETBALL!

G O A L  O F  A C T I V I T Y :

T O  I M P R O V E  S I M P L E  M A T H

S K I L L S



1 dice

list of adding & subtracting 

1 soft ball

1 basket or trashcan

        what you'll need:

Set trash can or basket in open space and designate two

throwing lines 

one line should be about 5ft from the basket and the

second about 8ft

Print off adding and subtracting sheets below

Divide players into two teams

One player from one team will step up to a throwing line

and role the dice

if the dice lands on an even number, ask the player an

addition problem

if the dice lands on an odd number, ask a subtraction

problem

 if the player answers correctly, take a shot

the 5ft line is worth one point 

the 8ft line is worth two points

If answered incorrectly, a player from team two can step

in and answer

Continue play by switching teams each question until all 

math questions are answered!

1.

a.

2.

3.

4.

a.

b.

5.

a.

b.

6.

7.

 

How to Play



Math Questions

Adding

2+2

2+3

2+4

2+5

2+6

2+7

2+8

2+9

4+5

4+3

4+4

4+1

4+6

5+5

5+7

5+8

5+1

6+2

6+7

6+8

 

 

Subtracting

2-2

3-2

4-2

5-2

6-3

7-2

8-2

9-2

7-4

4-3

4-4

4-1

4-6

5-5

7-5

8-5

5-1

6-2

7-1

8-6

 

 



Uses
Search for an object that you don't
use anymore or do not use that often.
Once you have selected your object,
think about all the different
possibilities that the object could be
used for. (example: a dried up
marker could be used as a hair
curler, a drink stirrer, etc.)
These uses can be fun and silly or
actual uses! 
Think outside of the box for all your
objects!

How to Play:

 Goal of Activity:
To increase creative thinking skills



At the end of each day, take a
sticky note and write down one or
two things you learned that day.

Designate a spot on a wall to
collect the notes. You'll be able
to watch the notes multiply. Once

you have 20 notes on the wall,
take each one down one by one
and reflect on what you have
learned. Talk about each note

with a parent or teach someone
one thing from a note!

What Stuck With You
Today?

Goal of Activity: To increase memory recall


